2005 chrysler 300 cigarette lighter fuse

Fuses are designed to fail safely before any damage is done to the wiring or devices in your car.
The only way to fix it so that your cigarette lighter fuse stops blowing is to check each possible
point of failure until you identify the issue. Depending on the nature of your problem, replacing
the fuse with a higher amp version could damage the fuse box, melt wires, or even cause a fire.
Car cigarette lighters are simple devices that have changed very little over the decades. The two
basic components are a socket, which is connected to both power and ground, and a removable
plastic or metal housing that contains a coiled metal strip. In most cases, the inner wall of the
socket is grounded, and a pin at the center is connected to a fused power source. Under normal
circumstances, a cigarette lighter can be expected to draw roughly 10 amps, and cigarette
lighter circuits usually have 10 or 15 amp fuses. This allows you to plug in phone chargers and
other devices that draw less than 10 or 15 amps, depending on the fuse in your specific vehicle.
Both cigarette lighter sockets and dedicated volt accessory sockets can be used to power volt
devices and power adapters. So if you have a volt accessory socket on a separate circuit that
keeps popping fuses, the diagnostic procedure will be about the same. Cigarette lighter fuses,
like all car fuses, blow when the circuit draws more amperage than the fuse is designed to
handle. If the cigarette lighter fuse is 15 amps, then a draw of more than 15 amps will cause it to
blow. If you replace it with another 15 amp fuse, and something on the circuit is still drawing
more than 15 amps, then the fuse will just blow again. It may seem like the easiest solution
would be to simply replace the 15 amp fuse with a larger fuse, but this is actually very
dangerous. And if the problem in your circuit is actually some type of short, putting in a larger
fuse may cause the wiring to heat up to the point where it could melt or even cause a fire. While
you can buy a circuit breaker as a direct replacement for the fuse that keeps blowing, this is
also a bad idea, especially if there is a short in the circuit. These circuit breakers are useful in
some applications and have certain diagnostic uses, but using one to intentionally overload a
cigarette lighter circuit is not recommended. Some vehicles have change holders, or catch-all
trays, in the vicinity of the cigarette lighter socket, which makes it dangerously easy for a coin
to fall in. If that happens, the coin may contact both the grounded barrel and the hot pin inside
the socket and cause a short circuit. Other metal objects, like paperclips, or even pieces broken
off from old phone chargers, can also become lodged in a cigarette lighter socket. Just to be
safe, you should make sure that you remove the cigarette lighter fuse before reaching inside the
socket to remove the foreign object. You can then install a new fuse and check to see if it still
blows. There is a hard limit on the current that you can draw from a cigarette lighter socket or
any volt accessory socket. In most cases, cigarette lighter circuits use 15 amp fuses, but you
can check the fuse box in your vehicle to be sure. Cell phone chargers are usually designed to
work with cigarette lighter sockets without blowing a fuse, but other devices, like cigarette
lighter inverters , can easily overload the circuit. If the plug is broken, worn out, or has
something stuck on it, plugging it in may cause a direct short between power and ground inside
the cigarette lighter socket. Or you could also use an ohmmeter to check for an internal short in
your adapter. Most of the time, a cigarette lighter fuse that keeps blowing is caused by some
external problem. In order to totally rule out a problem with the socket itself, you can remove it
see if the fuse blows. This is an application where a circuit breaker fuse can actually be useful,
since blowing fuses over and over again to narrow down the source of your problem could
become expensive. This type of problem will also be easier to diagnose if you are able to track
down a wiring diagram for your specific vehicle since that will show you any components other
than the cigarette lighter that are also on the same circuit. Disconnecting each of these
components in turn, if there are any, may also be useful in determining the source of your short.
Another likely cause for this type of problem is a shorted out power wire. That essentially
means that the power wire that connects to your cigarette lighter may have rubbed or burned
through and come into contact with metal somewhere behind the dashboard. Depending on
your specific vehicle, it may be exceedingly difficult to actually find the location of this type of
short. The short may be located in a difficult to reach a position that you won't be able to find
without removing your radio, HVAC controls, or even the dashboard. While there are devices for
locating shorts in automotive applications, this isn't the kind of tool everyone will have laying
around. In some cases, the easiest solution may be to just leave your cigarette lighter fuse out
permanently and run a new power wire to the cigarette lighter socket. In some cases, you may
be able to use a blank spot in your fuse box, and in other cases, the only option is to run a
power wire directly to the battery. In both of these situations, failing to use an appropriate fuse
could easily result in an electrical fire. And in any case, running a new power wire should be
your last resort after you have ruled out every other potential reason for your cigarette lighter
fuse to blow repeatedly. Jeremy Laukkonen. Jeremy Laukkonen is tech writer and the creator of
a popular blog and video game startup. He also ghostwrites articles for numerous major trade
publications. Facebook Twitter LinkedIn. Updated on May 05, Jessica Kormos. Lifewire Tech

Review Board Member. Jessica Kormos is a writer and editor with 15 years' experience writing
articles, copy, and UX content for Tecca. Article reviewed on Jun 30, Tweet Share Email. Was
this page helpful? Thanks for letting us know! Email Address Sign up There was an error.
Please try again. You're in! Thanks for signing up. There was an error. Tell us why! More from
Lifewire. David Hobbs helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown
fuses in the interior fuse box of your Chrysler in addition to the fuse panel diagram location.
Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows
all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown
out. If your is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first,
because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Chryslers have multiple
interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse
box of your is located. If your has many options like a sunroof, navigation, heated seats, etc, the
more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make sure you check all of
the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in
your , make sure you replace it with one that has the same amperage as the blown fuse. If
checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we recommend
seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if
the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some other problem with your Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has
broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road.
Carmakers are hiding interior fuse boxes all over the place these days - see how to check your
interior fuses here! Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also
slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to
help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Check your brake fluid. Checking your
brake fluid from time to time is a great way to ensure safe stopping. Check for a blown interior
fuse. Add antifreeze. Low coolant levels is all to common - top yours up today. Replace your air
filter! Isn't efficiency great? See all videos for the Chrysler We have a massive and growing
video library, but we don't have everything Factory stereo systems use a two fuse setup , one is
for the constant 12 volt feed and the other is the fused switchable 12 volt ignition feed. From
what you're saying the switchable feed is there but the constant feed isn't and most designs use
a constant feed to feed the cig lighter. What you can do is buy a 12 volt light test probe and
clamp it's lead wire to a solid ground, turn the ignition to the run position and then use the tip of
the tester and connect it up to each end of a fuse where you see the metal. Any good fuse will
light up the test probe at each end of the fuse and if there is any fuse lighting up the probe only
at one end that more then likely is the faulty fuse. Note sometimes certain fuses won't light up
at either end due for example the headlight switch not being turned on. Hope that helps and
best of luck. By the way that should be easy to fiind in the main fuse box inside the vehicle it
will have a fuse chart just look for the fuse that mentions the cig lighter and it may or may not
mention the stereo system too. I'd just replace that fuse and then see how it works bec more
then likely it's that fuse and if not it's in the wiring. Note not always are all the different devices
that any one fuse might control or feed listed on the fuse charts so be sure to check them
closely. Plus be careful bec if that vehicle has special security features such as ignition or
stereo or alarm systems when popping a certain fuse the alarm or stereo security codes or
procedures may be required in order to reset the system. Thats one reason why you want to use
either a test probe or dc volt meter and test the fuses but again I'd start with changing the cig
lighter fuse. I had the same problem but while I was installing a new head unit. My cigarette
lighter had stopped working almost a year before that on my All I did was change the fuse out in
the fusebox located next to the battery in the trunk. The correct fuse for the cigarette lighter I
believe is 9 and the other one is 18 though i might have them mixed up so just google it. I
changed the fuse and miraculously the stereo came on because I had tapped into the 12v in the
cigarette lighter for switched power. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this
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Printable Version. Cigartte lighter and console power port not working Hey Guys, When I went
to pick up my car from the dealership yesterday, I noticed on my way off the lot that the
cigarette lighter and power port were not working I was trying to charge my cell phone so I
could use GPS. I went back in and they said it was most likely a fuse, which is what I thought.
Their mechanic left for the day and wont be back until Monday though. So, I pulled up the fuse
diagram and did some digging here and saw that it should be fuse 18, which is the offset yellow
20 AMP fuse. I took it out to inspect it and it looks fine. I replaced it with a brand new one just to
be sure, and it still doesn't work. Then I tried moving it from the "on only with ignition" default
to the hot always position in the fuse box, and still both ports are dead. No current from them at
all. Do you guys know what else could be causing this problem if it is not the fuse? I plan on
going back to the dealership on Monday for their mechanic to look at it, since they made the
offer, but in the mean time I was just curious to know if anyone else had any ideas as to what
this could be. Okay, had to check my manual. Only reason I can think they didn't work would be
the fuse, unless they had the console out and forgot to hook the wires back up to the cigarette
lighter or console outlet. Thank you for that info. I just went and checked out 9 and that looked
like it was fine too. Still replaced it with a brand new one just to be on the safe side. Is there any
easy way to see if the connections are made without removing the entire console? I tried
messing with it a bit but I don't want to force anything that shouldn't be forced. I thought maybe
I could get the cup holders out to take a look but it seems like they don't want to come out. My
cigarette lighter outlet is dead also and its not the fuse. I read somewhere that the cigarette
lighter outlet itself can go bad. I believe one of the wires on the back breaks or something like
that. Mine blew out after using my air pump for several minutes. I believe the only fix is to
replace the cigarette lighter outlet itself. I could definitely see that happening but I do find it odd
that both the lighter and the console port are both dead. I guess I will start looking up how to
access those areas and then break out the multimeter to see if I can figure out whats up.
Originally Posted by Goanna. My cigarette lighter never worked.. Who Farted? Welcome to the
United States of the Offended! Mods : Inertia Performance Heads, Inertia v1. Yeah, It has to be
something like that. I mean the only other thing I could think of is the lines are cut somewhere,
and I really don't want to think about that, lol. So I guess today's project is going to be removing
the center console to see what's up. I watched some how-to videos last night and read a couple
of tutorials on doing so. Doesn't seem too involved, so I guess I will give it a go. Originally
Posted by CAT3. Curiosity is killing me. Been popping in here checking, but no update yet.
Hope it goes well and is only a matter of ensuring everything is plugged in during reassembly.
Got it working! Took the whole center console apart. Pulled out the cigarette lighter assembly.
Both ports were connected, fiddled with them a bit but still no dice. I unhooked the cigarette
lighter and the heated seat buttons from their cables, took the unit inside and washed the lighter
port out with some rubbing alcohol and a cotton swap. LOTS of ash came out of that thing.
Dried it good with some compressed air, went back outside and hooked it back up, and voila, it
worked! Now I moved over to the console port. I disconnected it, turned the whole thing upside
down, tried to get a look inside to see if that one needed cleaning as well, couldn't really see. I
hooked it back up and just pressed it in really good, and it worked as well. Put the whole
console back together, re-tested both ports a couple of times and everything is working fine
now! So, for the lighter one I guess the built up ash was blocking a connection from being
made. It was definitly a smokers car, as the lighter itself is caked up as well and I found one nice
little cig burn already in the fabric :. The console port, I guess the wires just needed to be
pressed in a bit more. Odd coincidence that they both were out for different reasons, but I guess
weirder things have happened Now that I know how easy it is to get the center console out, I am
going to look into swapping it out with one form a newer model, so I don't have the hidden cup
holders. Not sure if it's possible, but I am going to do some research :D. Thanks again to all who
offered advice on this. Hopefully this thread will become useful to anyone else with odd power
issues. Hello I found that reading your last post about you finally got both ports to work made
me smile, however only one of mine isn't working, and it's the center console that isn't working.
Thank you for any and all assistance you have for me AlwaysSexse. Have a look here.
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Results 1 to 15 of Thread: My lighter fuse is blown. Thread Tools Show Printable Version. My
lighter fuse is blown. A buddy of mine was pumping up one of my leaky bald useless stock
Conti 06 Magnum RT tires using his cigarette lighter powered compressor when the fuse blew. I
have no idea how to replace the fuse. What do I do? Can I fix it myself or should I call or a tow
truck? But seriously, can I just go down to Canadian Tire and pickup a replacement or do I have
to research the part number before showing up? You can do it yourself. It's in the fuse box in

the trunk. What are you people, on dope?? Hand Look in your owners manual. Open hatch, lift
spare tire cover, see fuse box, open fuse box cover, pull fuse 18, replace fuse 18
2012 jeep wrangler sport owners manual
wood gmc
nissan obd1 codes list
with new fuse, close fuse box cover, close spare tire cover, close hatch. Originally Posted by
Sixpak. Open hatch, lift spare tire cover, see fuse box, pull fuse 18, replace fuse 18 with new
fuse, close spare tire cover, close hatch. Custom made grilles for your SRT Magnum also.
Which end of the car is the "hatch" located?? I looked at the owner's manual and it didnt say
SRT catback with reso delete and 4"x18" polished SS tips. Is that something like a "text book"?
Originally Posted by Rusty Shakelford. Originally Posted by wookinpahnub. Check for
obstructions like a penny, dime, etc. I had a penny fall into mine once because I use the ashtray
as a change holder. All three plugs are the same size. Lighter plug. Maybe a photo will help Bob
in Ocala, Florida, 77 years old - married 56 years. Sold my 05' Magnum RT which ended up
being totaled. Time to go up. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page:. Performance Danko
Reproductions, Inc. All times are GMT The time now is AM. Copyright LxForums.

